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Abstract

Data augmentation is a necessity to enhance data effi-
ciency in deep learning. For vision-language pre-training,
data is only augmented either for images or for text in pre-
vious works. In this paper, we present MixGen: a joint data
augmentation for vision-language representation learning
to further improve data efficiency. It generates new image-
text pairs with semantic relationships preserved by inter-
polating images and concatenating text. It’s simple, and
can be plug-and-played into existing pipelines. We eval-
uate MixGen on four architectures, including CLIP, ViLT,
ALBEF and TCL, across five downstream vision-language
tasks to show its versatility and effectiveness. For example,
adding MixGen in ALBEF pre-training leads to absolute
performance improvements on downstream tasks: image-
text retrieval (+6.2% on COCO fine-tuned and +5.3% on
Flicker30K zero-shot), visual grounding (+0.9% on Re-
fCOCO+), visual reasoning (+0.9% on NLVR2), visual
question answering (+0.3% on VQA2.0), and visual entail-
ment (+0.4% on SNLI-VE).

1. Introduction
Recent years have witnessed an explosion in vision-

language research [31, 42, 3, 21, 37, 14, 48, 1]. In joint
modality learning, models extract rich information across
modalities to learn better latent representations. These mod-
els, however, are often trained on a massive number of
image-text pairs using thousands of GPUs. For example,
CLIP [38] matches the accuracy of ResNet-50 [13] on Im-
ageNet by only using zero-shot, but it is trained with 400M
image-text pairs for 12 days on 256 V100 GPUs. Further-
more, most of these large-scale datasets [38, 15, 63] are not
publicly accessible. Even if they are available, reproduction
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and further improvement on existing methods are challeng-
ing for researchers with limited computing resources.

Data augmentation is widely used in deep learning to
improve data efficiency and provide explicit regularization
during model training in both computer vision (CV) [9,
65, 6, 64, 7, 68, 46] and natural language processing
(NLP) [66, 49, 16, 54, 51, 5, 40, 59]. Applying existing
data augmentation techniques to vision-language learning,
however, is not straightforward. In an image-text pair, both
the image and the text contain rich information that matches
each other. Intuitively, we hope that their semantics still
match after data augmentation. For example, consider an
image with its paired sentence “a white dog playing in the
right corner of the green lawn”. Applying data augmenta-
tion methods such as cropping, color changing, and flipping
to this image may require changing the color and positional
words in its paired sentence at the same time.

In order to preserve the semantic relationship, previous
works perform mild data augmentation on either vision or
text modality. ViLT [19] and following works [48, 23] adopt
RandAugment [7] for image augmentations without color
inversion. CLIP [38] and ALIGN [15] only use random re-
sized crop without other image augmentations. In terms of
language, most literature just leaves text data augmentation
to be handled by masked language modeling [8]. There are
works using co-augmentation [45, 58], but only designed
for specific downstream tasks, rather than generic vision-
language pre-training.

In this work, we introduce a multi-modal joint data aug-
mentation method for pre-training: Mix Generation (Mix-
Gen). As shown in Figure 1, MixGen generates a new train-
ing sample by linearly interpolating images and concate-
nating text sequences from two existing image-text pairs.
We can see that most objects and scene layout remain in
the blended image, while the text information is fully pre-
served. The semantic relationship within the newly gen-
erated image-text pair is expected to match in most cases.
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of MixGen data augmentation
# image, text: a batch of B randomly sampled {image, text}
# M: number of new image-text pairs generated by MixGen
# λ: image mixup ratio

def mixgen(image, text, M, λ):
for i in range(M):
# image mixup
image[i,:] = (λ * image[i,:] + (1-λ) * image[i+M,:])
# text concatenation
text[i] = text[i] + " " + text[i+M]

return image, text

Figure 1. Our proposed multi-modal data augmentation technique: MixGen. Given any two image-text pairs (Ii, Ti) and (Ij , Tj), we
interpolate the two images and concatenate two text sequences, to generate a new image-text pair (Ik, Tk). Figure best viewed in color.

Thus, we can use the augmented data to improve vision-
language model training.

Despite its simplicity, using MixGen on top of strong
baselines (e.g., ALBEF [23]) consistently improves state-
of-the-art performance across five downstream vision-
language tasks: image-text retrieval (+6.2% on COCO fine-
tuned and +5.3% on Flicker30K zero-shot), visual ground-
ing (+0.9% on RefCOCO+), visual reasoning (+0.9% on
NLVR2), visual question answering (+0.3% on VQA2.0),
and visual entailment (+0.4% on SNLI-VE). MixGen also
leads to enhanced data efficiency, e.g., the performance
of ALBEF with MixGen when pre-trained on 1M/2M/3M
samples match baseline ALBEF pre-trained on 2M/3M/4M
samples, respectively. In addition, we perform extensive
ablation studies to understand the effects of various design
choices in MixGen. Finally, MixGen can be incorporated
into most methods with only a few lines of code. In terms
of fine-tuned image-text retrieval on COCO, MixGen brings
absolute improvements on four popular and varied architec-
tures: ViLT (+17.2%), CLIP (+4.1%), ALBEF (+7.0%) and
TCL (+3.2%).

2. MixGen
In this section, we introduce our multi-modal joint data

augmentation technique: Mix Generation (MixGen). Sup-
pose that we have a dataset of N image-text pairs, where
images and text are denoted as I and T with subscripts, re-
spectively. Given two image-text pairs (Ii, Ti) and (Ij , Tj)
for any i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N} and i ̸= j, a new training sample
(Ik, Tk) is generated via

Ik = λ · Ii + (1− λ) · Ij
Tk = concat(Ti, Tj),

(1)

where λ is a hyper-parameter between 0 and 1, indicating
linear interpolation between raw pixels of two images Ii and

Ij ; and the concat operator directly concatenates two text
sequences Ti and Tj to best preserve original information.
In this way, the semantic relationship within the newly gen-
erated image-text pair (Ik, Tk) still holds in most scenarios,
such as in Figure 1 and Figure 2. This random combina-
tion of image-text samples also increase diversity to model
training, which elicits making available rare concepts.

The pseudocode of MixGen data augmentation is pre-
sented in Algorithm 1. Given a minibatch of B randomly
sampled image-text pairs, MixGen replaces the first M
training samples with the newly generated pairs. Hence,
the batch size, total training iterations and overall training
pipeline remain the same. By default, we set λ = 0.5 and
M = B/4 in Algorithm 1. Such a plug-and-play technique
can be easily incorporated into most vision-language repre-
sentation learning approaches and tasks: all it takes is just
a few lines of code with minimal computational overhead.
Take ALBEF [23] as an example, adding MixGen on top of
it during pre-training only increases its overall wall clock
training time by 0.4%.

2.1. MixGen variants

MixGen is in a very simple form (Algorithm 1). How-
ever, there could be multiple variants depending on how im-
age and text augmentations are performed. Theoretically,
we could also use other augmentations for images beyond
mixup, and other text augmentations beyond concatenation,
but the design space will be intractable. Thus, we focus on
using mixup for image and concatenation for text, and se-
lect 5 most straightforward variants of MixGen to support
our final design choice.

Since default MixGen takes a fixed λ, we introduce
variant (a) with λ ∼ Beta(0.1, 0.1), following original
mixup [65] that samples λ from a Beta distribution. In or-
der to show the benefit of performing joint image-text aug-
mentation, we propose variant (b) and (c). To be specific,
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Figure 2. More image-text pairs generated by MixGen. The new pairs not only preserve original semantic relationships, but also increase
diversity to model training. Figure best viewed in color.

variant (b) mixup two images and uniformly pick one text
sequence, while variant (c) concatenates two text sequences
and uniformly pick one image. In the end, we study whether
we should use a subset of tokens, instead of concatenating
all tokens from two text sequences. Variant (d) takes tokens
from two text sequences proportionally based on λ similar
as image mixup and then concatenate. The other variant (e)
first concatenates all the tokens, but randomly keep half of
them to generate a new text sequence.

More detailed definitions of these 5 variants can be seen
in Table 6. We also perform extensive ablation studies
on them. As we will see in Table 7, our default Mix-
Gen achieves the overall best performance, and consistently
outperforms other variants across four different vision-
language downstream tasks.

2.2. Input-level and embedding-level MixGen

Another design perspective is where to apply the data
augmentation. The formulation in Equation (1) is directly
performed on the raw input, e.g., images and text sequences.
Alternatively, the idea of MixGen can be applied on the em-
bedding level. To be specific, instead of interpolating raw
image pixels, we can interpolate image features that are ex-
tracted from an image encoder. Similarly, instead of con-
catenating two text sequences, we can concatenate two se-
quence features that are extracted from a text encoder. De-
noting the training pairs with respect to their embedding as
(fIi , fTi

) and (fIj , fTj
), the newly generated training pair

in its embedding form is

fIk = λ · fIi + (1− λ) · fIj
fTk

= concat(fTi
, fTj

).
(2)

We call MixGen that is performed on the raw input as
input-level MixGen, and that performed on the embedding
level as embedding-level MixGen. As we will show in Fig-
ure 6 left, input-level MixGen consistently performs bet-

ter than embedding-level MixGen. In addition, input-level
MixGen has an advantage of implementational simplicity,
since we don’t need to modify network architecture nor
touch model forward. Hence, we refer to input-level Mix-
Gen as our proposed MixGen for the rest of the paper unless
otherwise stated.

3. Experiments
In this section, we first describe model pre-training in

Sec. 3.1. Then we introduce five downstream tasks (image-
text retrieval, visual question answering, visual entailment,
visual reasoning and visual grounding) and present experi-
mental results of using MixGen in Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.3. In
the end, we show visualizations in Sec. 3.4 to demonstrate
the benefits of using MixGen.

3.1. Pre-training

Pre-training methods Data augmentation techniques are
usually applicable to various models, because they are ag-
nostic to network architectures, training objectives, opti-
mizers, or learning schedules. In this study, we plug-and-
play MixGen on four recent popular approaches with var-
ied architectures, CLIP [38] (dual-encoder), ViLT [19] (sin-
gle fusion encoder), ALBEF [23] (dual-encoder followed
by fusion encoder) and TCL [60] (dual-encoder followed
by fusion encoder). Also note, the pre-training objectives
for these approaches are varied. We emphasize that Mix-
Gen can be easily incorporated to other vision-language
pre-training methods with only a few lines of code. To
be specific, once we get a minibatch out of the dataloader,
we apply MixGen to generate new image-text pairs and up-
date the minibatch. We then forward the updated batch to
the network without modifying any of their original training
settings.
Pre-training datasets There are four widely adopted
datasets for vision-language model pre-training, includ-



Table 1. Fine-tuned image-text retrieval on Flickr30K and MSCOCO datasets.

Method #Images
MSCOCO(5K test set) Flickr30K(1K test set)

Text Retrieval Image Retrieval Text Retrieval Image Retrieval
R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10 RSUM R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10 RSUM

UNITER-base [3] 4M 64.4 87.4 93.1 50.3 78.5 87.2 460.9 85.9 97.1 98.8 72.5 92.4 96.1 542.8
VILLA-base [10] 4M - - - - - - - 86.6 97.9 99.2 74.7 92.9 95.8 547.1
OSCAR-base [27] 4M 70.0 91.1 95.5 54.0 80.8 88.5 479.9 - - - - - - -
UNIMO-base [26] 4M - - - - - - - 89.7 98.4 99.1 74.7 93.4 96.1 551.4
ViLT-base [19] 4M 61.5 86.3 92.7 42.7 72.9 83.1 439.2 83.5 96.7 98.6 64.4 88.7 93.8 525.7
ALBEF-base [23] 4M 73.1 91.4 96.0 56.8 81.5 89.2 488.0 94.3 99.4 99.8 82.8 96.7 98.4 571.4

ALBEF-base [23] 3M 72.5 91.7 95.9 55.8 81.3 88.4 485.6 95.1 99.1 99.7 81.4 96.0 98.2 569.5
ALBEF-base+MixGen 3M 74.2 92.8 96.4 57.3 82.1 89.0 491.8+6.2 94.8 99.4 100.0 82.4 96.3 98.0 570.9+1.4

Table 2. Zero-shot image-text retrieval on Flickr30K dataset.

Method #Images
Flickr30K(1K test set)

Text Retrieval Image Retrieval
R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10 RSUM

UNITER-base [3] 4M 80.7 95.7 98.0 66.2 88.4 92.9 521.9
ViLT-base [19] 4M 73.2 93.6 96.5 55.0 82.5 89.8 490.3
ALBEF-base [23] 4M 90.5 98.8 99.7 76.8 93.7 96.7 556.2

ALBEF-base [23] 3M 91.1 98.2 99.3 75.7 92.5 96.0 552.8
ALBEF-base+MixGen 3M 91.6 99.2 99.9 77.2 93.6 96.6 558.1+5.3

ing COCO [28], Visual Genome (VG) [20], SBU Cap-
tions [35] and Conceptual Captions (CC) [2]. Most liter-
ature [3, 48, 19, 23] used a combination of the four datasets
as the standard pre-training setting, which leads to a total of
4M unique images and 5.1M image-text pairs. However, for
SBU and CC datasets, image-text pairs are provided in url
format, and a portion of the urls are unaccessible. For exam-
ple, we can only download 2.2M out of 3M images of CC
dataset. Hence, our final training set only has 3.3M unique
images and 4.4M image-text pairs. Compared with previ-
ous literature that has access to the original 5.1M image-
text pairs, we have about 700K less training samples. In
this paper, we term the original setting as 4M, and ours as
3M.
Pre-training implementation details Majority of our ex-
periments are performed based on ALBEF [23] given its
superior performance on a range of downstream tasks. We
adopt the official codebase1 kindly provided by the authors.
Following [23], the model is trained for 30 epochs with a
total batch size of 512 on 8 V100 GPUs. When using Mix-
Gen, the default value of M is set to a quarter of the batch
size B, i.e., a minibatch will contain 384 existing samples
and 128 new image-text pairs. AdamW [30] is adopted as
the optimizer with a weight decay of 0.02. Learning rate
is warmed-up to 1e−4 in the first 1000 iterations and then
decayed to 1e−5 following a cosine schedule. For ViLT and
TCL, we use their official codebase2 3. For CLIP, we adopt
a reproducible implementation from open-clip4. To save
memory and speed up experiments, we use mix precision

1https://github.com/salesforce/ALBEF
2https://github.com/dandelin/ViLT
3https://github.com/uta-smile/TCL
4https://github.com/mlfoundations/open clip

Table 3. Compatibility to other vision-language pre-training
methods. Adding MixGen leads to consistent performance boost
in terms of image-text retrieval. Note the models here are pre-
trained on three datasets (COCO, VG and SBU) with 1M images.
Ft: fine-tuned setting. Zs: zero-shot setting.

Methods Venue
Flickr30K-Ft MSCOCO-Ft Flickr30K-Zs
(1K test set) (5K test set) (1K test set)

ViLT [19] ICML 21 232.2 172.5 135.5
ViLT + MixGen - 241.4+9.20 189.7+17.2 150.4+14.9

CLIP [38] ICML 21 538.2 450.5 485.3
CLIP + MixGen - 541.0+2.80 454.6+4.10 492.1+6.80

ALBEF [23] NeurIPS 21 555.7 470.7 518.0
ALBEF + MixGen - 561.0+5.30 477.7+7.00 524.3+6.30

TCL [60] CVPR 22 561.5 487.0 537.3
TCL + MixGen - 563.6+2.10 490.2+3.20 539.5+2.20

training [34].

3.2. Image-text retrieval

Image-text retrieval includes two subtasks: (1) retrieve
images with given text (Image Retrieval) and (2) retrieve
text with given images (Text Retrieval). We conduct ex-
periments on MSCOCO [28] and Flickr30K [36] datasets.
In terms of evaluation, we use recall at K (R@K) metric,
where K = {1, 5, 10}. For the purpose of easy compari-
son, we also use RSUM as the metric to reveal the overall
performance of models following [52], which is defined as
the sum of recall metrics at K = {1, 5, 10} of both image
and text retrieval tasks.
Fine-tuned results In Table 1, we can see that MixGen
consistently improves over our ALBEF baseline on both
datasets. Under the 3M setting, simply adding MixGen
without any modifications leads to an improvement of
6.2% RSUM score on COCO and 1.4% RSUM score on
Flicker30K. Note that, due to the missing data problem,
our reproduced ALBEF (trained on 3.3M pairs) achieves
marginally lower performance than the numbers reported
in the original paper (trained on 4M pairs, gray row in Ta-
ble 1). However, after adding MixGen, our performance is
even better than the original paper on COCO and competi-
tive on Flicker30K, despite our model is trained with 700K
less image-text pairs. This clearly shows that MixGen im-
proves the data efficiency for model training.
Zero-shot results In Table 2, similar conclusions can be ob-



Table 4. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on downstream vision-language tasks. MixGen consistently improve across VQA,
VR and VE.

Method #Images VQA NLVR2 SNLI-VE
test-dev test-std dev test-P val test

VisualBERT-base [24] 4M 70.80 71.00 67.40 67.00 - -
OSCAR-base [27] 4M 73.16 73.44 78.07 78.36 - -
UNITER-base [3] 4M 72.70 72.91 77.18 77.85 78.59 78.28
ViLT-base [19] 4M 71.26 - 75.70 76.13 - -
UNIMO-base [26] 4M 73.79 74.02 - - 80.00 79.10
VILLA-base [10] 4M 73.59 73.67 78.39 79.30 79.47 79.03
ALBEF-base [23] 4M 74.54 74.70 80.24 80.50 80.14 80.30

ALBEF-base [23] 3M 74.38 74.51 79.47 80.05 79.49 79.69
ALBEF-base+MixGen 3M 74.51+0.13 74.79+0.28 80.23+0.76 80.94+0.89 80.05+0.56 80.05+0.36

# Images

Flickr30K-Ft

R
SU

M

# Images

MSCOCO-Ft

# Images

Flickr30K-Zs

Figure 3. Image-text retrieval performance given various number of training images. Note that ALBEF with MixGen trained on 3M
images achieves competitive performance or outperform baseline ALBEF trained on 4M images. This indicates the data efficiency of
MixGen as an effective data augmentation method.

served. Under our 3M setting, MixGen leads to an improve-
ment of 5.3% RSUM score on Flicker30K. Since zero-shot
setting treats pre-trained models as feature extractors, such
significant performance gains suggest that the multi-modal
features learned with MixGen during pre-training general-
ize well.
Compatibility with other VL models We show MixGen’s
compatibility with other vision-language pre-training meth-
ods, i.e., CLIP [38], ViLT [19] and TCL [60]. Besides
adding MixGen, we do not modify their original training
settings. Given ViLT training is very costly (e.g., 3 days
with 64 V100 GPUs), we only use three datasets (COCO,
VG, and SBU) instead of four during pre-training for this
experiment. The dataset consists of 1M unique images
and 2.2M image-text pairs, which we term it the 1M set-
ting. As shown in Table 3, simply adding MixGen on
top of these strong baselines consistently improve state-of-
the-art performance. In terms of fine-tuned image-text re-
trieval on COCO, MixGen demonstrates significant accu-
racy boost (absolute): ViLT (+17.2%), CLIP (+4.1%), AL-
BEF (+7.0%) and TCL (+3.2%). This shows the versatility
of MixGen as image-text data augmentation in pre-training.
Data efficiency We investigate how much data efficiency
MixGen can achieve. We reduce the number of unique im-
ages used for pre-training, from 3M to 2M, 1M and 200K.
We have described 1M and 3M settings. For 2M, we use

Table 5. Weakly-supervised visual grounding on RefCOCO+

Method #Images Val TestA TestB

ARN [29] 14M 32.78 34.35 32.13
CCL [67] 14M 34.29 36.91 33.56
ALBEFitc [23] 14M 51.58 60.09 40.19
ALBEFitm [23] 14M 58.46 65.89 46.25

ALBEFitm [23] 3M 57.76 65.08 45.57
ALBEFitm+MixGen 3M 56.72 65.35+0.27 46.47+0.9

three datasets plus a random subset from CC dataset. For
200K, we simply use two datasets (COCO and VG). The
performance of image-text retrieval can be seen in Fig-
ure 3. We first notice that adding MixGen is always bet-
ter than without it. In particular, the improvement in low
data regime is more significant. Secondly, the performance
of ALBEF with MixGen when trained on 1M, 2M and 3M
samples match baseline ALBEF when trained on 2M, 3M
and 4M samples, respectively. This again indicates the data
efficiency of MixGen.

3.3. Evaluation on VQA, VR, VE and VG

We first describe the other four downstream tasks. Vi-
sual Question Answering (VQA) aims to predict an answer
given an image and a corresponding question. We conduct
experiments on the VQA 2.0 dataset [11] and consider it as
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third row shows failure cases. Figure best viewed in color.
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Figure 5. Text-to-image retrieval on MSCOCO. Given a text
query, A ← B indicates the rank of the retrieved ground-truth
image improves from B (wo MixGen) to A (w MixGen).

an answer generation task following [23, 4]. We constrain
the fine-tuned answer decoder to generate answers from the
set of 3, 192 candidates for fair comparison to other litera-
ture. We use the official evaluation server5 to report accu-
racy. Visual Entailment (VE) is a visual reasoning task to
predict whether the relationship between an image and text
is entailment, neutral or contradictory. Following [3, 23],
we treat this task as a three-way classification problem and
report classification accuracy on the SNLI-VE [53] dataset.
Visual Reasoning (VR) requires the model to determine
whether a textual statement describes a pair of images. We
conduct experiments on the NLVR2 [43] dataset follow-
ing [19, 23, 27] and report standard per-example predic-
tion accuracy. Visual Grounding (VG) localizes an image
region that corresponds to a text description. Here, we fol-
low [23, 33] to evaluate on the RefCOCO+ dataset [62] in a
weakly-supervised setting.

Table 4 reports the performance comparisons of differ-
ent vision-language pre-training baselines on downstream
VQA, VR and VE tasks. Similar to image-text retrieval
task, MixGen consistently boosts performance on the three
tasks. Under the 3M setting, ALBEF with MixGen out-
performs its corresponding baseline by absolute 0.28% on
VQA test-std, 0.89% on NLVR2 test-P, and 0.36% on
SNLI-VE test. Note that ALBEF with MixGen under 3M

5https://visualqa.org/evaluation.html

setting even outperforms original ALBEF trained with 4M
images on VQA and NLVR2.

Table 5 reports the performance of visual grounding on
RefCOCO+ dataset. ALBEFitc and ALBEFitm are two
variants that compute Grad-CAM visualization for ground-
ing. Since ALBEFitm performs better, we adopt ALBEFitm

as our baseline and add MixGen on top of it. We can see that
our model with MixGen trained under 3M setting not only
surpasses its corresponding baseline on both test sets, but
also outperforms ALBEFitm trained with 14M dataset on
TestB. All empirical results above suggest the superior data
efficiency brought by MixGen.

3.4. Visualizations of MixGen

Image-text retrieval In Figure 5, we show visualiza-
tion of text-to-image retrieval on MSCOCO. To be specific,
given a text query, we want to compare the rank of the re-
trieved ground-truth image out of all the retrieved images
between ALBEF with and without MixGen. We can see
that MixGen is usually able to locate the matching image
in top-3 retrievals, performing significantly better than the
baseline ALBEF.

Visual grounding and VQA In Figure 4, we show Grad-
CAM visualizations to help us understand why MixGen is
benficial. For the visual grounding task on the RefCOCO+
dataset, we can see that model trained with MixGen can
locate image regions more precisely according to the text
query. Even for the failure case, model trained on MixGen
is able to attend better on “sitting men”, instead of focusing
on the wall (wo MixGen model). For VQA task on VQA2.0
dataset, MixGen can attend to important cues that lead to
the correct answer (e.g., black background for predicting
if this is a black-white image). For the failure case, telling
time might be too challenging, where both ALBEF and AL-
BEF + MixGen fail.



Table 6. MixGen variants. For (d) and (e), |T |λ indicates randomly keeping λ · |T | tokens in text sequence T , where |T | is the number of
tokens in this sequence. See text for more details.

Variants Image Text λ

MixGen Ik = λ · Ii + (1− λ) · Ij Tk = concat(Ti, Tj) λ = 0.5
(a) Ik = λ · Ii + (1− λ) · Ij Tk = concat(Ti, Tj) λ ∼ Beta(0.1, 0.1)
(b) Ik = λ · Ii + (1− λ) · Ij Tk = Ti or Tj λ = 0.5
(c) Ik = Ii or Ij Tk = concat(Ti, Tj) -
(d) Ik = λ · Ii + (1− λ) · Ij Tk = concat(|Ti|λ, |Tj |1−λ) λ ∼ Beta(0.1, 0.1)
(e) Ik = λ · Ii + (1− λ) · Ij Tk = |concat(Ti, Tj)|0.5 λ ∼ Beta(0.1, 0.1)

Table 7. Ablation of MixGen design. For image-text retrieval task, we report the RSUM metric. Ft: fine-tuned setting. Zs: zero-shot
setting.

MixGen variants
Flickr30K-Ft MSCOCO-Ft Flickr30K-Zs SNLI-VE NLVR2 VQA
(1K test set) (5K test set) (1K test set) (test) (test-P) (test-dev)

ALBEF-base 555.7 470.7 518.0 78.91 78.09 73.62

MixGen 561.0 477.7 524.3 79.65 79.42 73.84
(a) 553.2 467.4 512.9 78.68 77.22 73.15
(b) 557.2 470.0 516.2 78.78 78.23 73.76
(c) 555.4 472.3 518.2 78.87 78.60 73.34
(d) 555.2 463.7 506.8 79.07 78.30 73.29
(e) 559.2 477.1 523.7 79.36 78.33 73.95

4. Ablation Studies

In this section, we perform various ablation studies to
support the design choice of MixGen. Unless otherwise
stated, we adopt ALBEF as baseline and use the 1M setting
which consists of three datasets (COCO, VG, and SBU) in
model pre-training.
Design variants In Sec. 2.1, we introduce 5 variants to sup-
port the design choice of MixGen. Detailed comparisons
among variants can be found in Table 6. Here we use the
same training setting for all 5 variants and evaluate them
across five downstream datasets. As we can see in Table 7,
our default MixGen achieves the overall best performance,
and consistently outperform other variants on different tasks
except VQA.
Input-level vs embedding-level MixGen Recall in Sec. 2.2
that MixGen can be either performed on the raw input as
input-level MixGen, or performed on the embedding level
as embedding-level MixGen. Here, we report the overall
RSUM scores on COCO and Flicker30K datasets. As we
can see in Figure 6 left, both input-level and embedding-
level MixGen perform better than the baseline. In addi-
tion, input-level MixGen performs consistently better than
embedding-level MixGen.
Optimal ratio of MixGen samples In our pseudocode, we
replace the first M training samples with the newly gener-
ated pairs by MixGen, so that the total batch size and train-
ing iterations stay the same. Motivated by mixup [65], we
could randomly shuffle existing pairs and replace them all
by new samples, i.e., M = B. Here, we perform an ablation

study to investigate how many new pairs is optimal. As we
can see in Figure 6 right, given a fixed batch size B = 512
while varying M , M = 128 (i.e., M = B/4) leads to the
best performance.

5. Discussion

While we have shown MixGen’s effectiveness across
multiple settings, there are many more factors that we do
not consider in this paper. First, there are many popular
unimodal data augmentation techniques we could compare
to [18, 47]. However, due to its unlimited combination, we
can only choose the most related configurations for evalua-
tion, and leave the rest comparisons for future work. Sec-
ond, due to the computational limits, we only perform pre-
training on the most widely adopted 4M set and compare
to other work on this setting for fair comaprison. However,
there are larger-scale datasets becoming public available re-
cently that we could explore, such as LAION-400M [41].
Third, despite we have evaluated MixGen on four models
and five vision-language tasks, there are more models and
tasks in vision-language domain. For example, several re-
cent work [22, 61, 50] have adopted encoder-decoder archi-
tecture and reported performance on generation tasks like
image captioning. There are also work in video-text re-
trieval [32], text-to-image generation [39], language guided
object detection [25] or segmentation [57]. It would be in-
teresting to investigate the generalization capability of Mix-
Gen for these methods and tasks.



Methods
Flickr30K-Ft MSCOCO-Ft
(1K test set) (5K test set)

Baseline 555.7 470.7
+ Embedding-level 558.9+3.2 471.0+0.3

+ Input-level 561.0+5.3 477.7+7.0

M

Flickr30K-Ft

R
SU
M

M

MSCOCO-Ft

Figure 6. Left: Input-level vs embedding-level MixGen. Input-level performs consistently better than embedding-level MixGen. Right:
Optimal ratio of MixGen samples. Given batch size B=512, we find M=128 (i.e., M=B/4) leads to best performance.

6. Related Work

Data augmentation in CV and NLP Data augmentation
serves an integral part to the success of training most deep
networks in CV and NLP, especially when the training set
is small. For CV, the techniques evolve with the model
development in the past decade, starting from basic ones
(random translation, horizontal flipping, random rotation,
color jittering, random resized crop, etc.), to more advanced
ones (Cutout [9], mixup [65], CutMix [64], random eras-
ing [68], etc.). With the rise of AutoML, researchers start
to search data augmentation policies automatically from
the data, such as AutoAugment [6] and RandAugment [7].
For NLP, besides paraphrasing-based methods like back-
translation [54], tokens in text can be replaced by applying
thesaurus derived from WordNet [66], word and framework
embeddings [49], and masked language models [16] with-
out changing the meaning of the original text. Swapping,
removal, insertion, substitution are common random oper-
ators to add noise to text at both the word level [51, 5, 40]
and the sentence level [59]. All in all, data augmentation
leads to improved performance, higher data efficiency, and
robustness to domain shift and adversarial attack, which is
worthy of investigating in the multi-modal domain.
Vision-language pre-training Despite the rapid progress
of data augmentation in each uni-modal domain (CV, NLP,
speech, etc.), joint multi-modal data augmentation is rarely
studied. Most of the focus from the community has been on
modeling improvements [42, 38, 19, 4, 44, 17, 56], multi-
modal fusion techniques [31, 48, 1, 23, 10] and multi-modal
loss functions [38, 19, 60, 55, 69]. Existing works often
perform mild data augmentation on either vision or text
modality, but not jointly. There are a few related work
on joint augmentation. [45] has proposed to generate se-
mantically equivalent adversarial examples of both visual
and textual data as augmented training samples for VQA.
[58] learns a cross-modality matching network to select im-
age–text pairs from existing uni-modal datasets as the multi-
modal synthetic dataset, and uses this dataset to enhance the
performance of classifiers for sentiment analysis. Both ap-
proaches are effective, but only designed for specific vision-
language downstream tasks. On the contrary, our proposed
MixGen is simple, effective, and compatible with generic

vision-language pre-training methods.
Relation to mixup Mixup was originally introduced as a
data-agnostic augmentation technique for CV [65]. It is
a widely adopted (even by-default) technique for training
CNNs or vision transformers. Specifically, mixup generates
new training samples via

xk = λ · xi + (1− λ) · xj

yk = λ · yi + (1− λ) · yj ,
(3)

where xi and xj are raw input vectors, yi and yj are one-hot
label encodings, and λ ∈ [0, 1] is sampled from a Beta dis-
tribution. Recently, [12] adapted mixup to the NLP domain
by replacing raw image pixels x with text embeddings.

MixGen differs from mixup in several aspects. First,
MixGen is proposed for multi-modal data augmentation.
The input to MixGen is data from different modalities, and
there is no one-hot label encodings y involved in Equa-
tion (1). Second, MixGen does not perform mixup on the
text modality. Instead, MixGen simply concatenates text
sequences to perform image-text co-augmentation and best
preserves information.

7. Conclusion
In this work, we present a new vision-language joint data

augmentation method termed MixGen. Adding MixGen on
four recent state-of-the-art models achieves consistent im-
provement across five different downstream tasks. Strong
empirical results suggest that MixGen not only makes these
models learn better multi-modal latent representations, but
also improves their data efficiency. We hope that this work
will provide useful data points for future research on joint
multi-modal data augmentation.
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